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Trade Mark Details

Trade Mark : 1191021
Word: KANGAROO

Image:

Lodgement Date: 03-AUG-2007

Registered From: 03-AUG-2007

Date of Acceptance: 23-OCT-2007

Acceptance Advertised: 06-DEC-2007

Registration Advertised: 05-JUN-2008

Entered on Register: 16-MAY-2008

Renewal Due: 03-AUG-2017

Class/es: 12

Status: Registered/Protected

Kind: n/a

Type of Mark: Word

Owner/s: JOHANSON NOMINEES PTY. LTD.

ACN: 005315408

      96 Osborne Street

      WILLIAMSTOWN VIC 3016

      AUSTRALIA

Address for Service: JOHANSON NOMINEES PTY. LTD.

      96 Osborne Street

      WILLIAMSTOWN VIC 3016

      AUSTRALIA

Goods & Services

Class: 12 Electric motors for wheelchairs; electrically operated wheelchairs; manually operated
wheelchairs; powered stand up wheelchairs; tyres for wheelchairs; wheelchairs; wheelchairs for
invalids; wheelchairs for the disabled; wheelchairs for transporting invalids; carriages for disabled
people; vehicles adapted for the disabled; wheelchairs for the disabled; electrically powered land
vehicles; electrically powered trolleys; electrically powered vehicles; pedal powered apparatus for
locomotion by land; powered stand up wheelchairs; powered vehicles for use on land; actuators for
land vehicles; articulated support frames adapted for use with vehicles; articulated vehicles; back
support apparatus for vehicles; backrests adapted for use in vehicles; carts being motorised land
vehicles; casters (wheels) for vehicles; centrally located drive wheels for vehicles; chassis for motor
land vehicles; children's riding vehicles (for transportation); combined spring and shock absorber units for
vehicles; electric drives for land vehicles; electric driving motors for land vehicles; electric motors for
propelling land vehicles; electric propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; electric vehicles; electrical
drives for land vehicles; electrical motors for land vehicles; electrically operated vehicles; electrically
powered land vehicles; electrically powered vehicles; gear motors for land vehicles; gear wheels for land
vehicles; geared electric motors for land vehicles; head restraints for vehicles; land vehicles for use in
airports; load bearing sections for chassis frames of vehicles; motor drive mechanisms for land vehicles;
motor drive units for land vehicles; motor land vehicles having four or more wheels; motor land vehicles
incorporating lifting apparatus; motor vehicles for use in the transporting of people; motors incorporating
permanent magnets (for land vehicles); motors, electric, for land vehicles; off-road vehicles; operator-
controlled vehicles; pedal driven land vehicles; pedal land vehicles; powered vehicles for use on land;
remote control vehicles (other than toys); ride-on vehicles for children; scooters (vehicles); seating for
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land vehicles; seats for vehicles; shock absorbers for the suspension units of vehicles; shock absorbers for
vehicles; shock absorbing cylinders (parts of vehicles); shock absorbing springs for vehicles; suspension
apparatus for vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; suspension systems for vehicles;
undercarriages for vehicles; vehicles adapted for the disabled; vehicles for use by children; vehicles for
use in airports; vehicles having more than two pairs of wheels; vehicles utilising electric motors; wheeled
vehicles incorporating lifting devices; carriages for invalids; invalids' carriages; wheelchairs for invalids;
wheelchairs for transporting invalids

Indexing Details - Word  Constituents

KANGAROO

Indexing Details - Image Constituents
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